that the Minstrel Show hopes for a place in the hearts of the Boston people. Supported by an ample and excellent cast, its financial success already assured, all that remains is its public performance without hitch, for which The Tech joins all the Institute and its friends in wishing it good fortune.

O-MORROW afternoon will see the most ambitious attempt that Tech. has ever made on the stage, a performance of a kind not unique in our annals, but on a far grander scale than ever before. The Minstrel Show will be given then in toto at the Hollis Street Theatre. Originally planned as a very local affair to tide over the finances of the Athletic Association, it has grown to large proportions to appeal to the outside fun and music-loving world at large, as well as to every Tech. man. The performance has been, under skillful direction, so planned as to be of real artistic merit, as well as allowing the regulation “minstrels” plenty of swing, and it is by this true musical worth...

UR attention has been called to the questionable methods alleged to have been employed by certain members of a prominent Institute society in advancing their interests at the expense of another organization pursuing, for the time being, an undertaking which made the two societies rivals. It is claimed that one society sought its own ends by a more or less systematic disparagement of the other. It should be unnecessary to remark that any such policy is at best of but temporary expediency, and in the end sure to be retroactive. In the present instance considerable ill feeling has been engendered. Conditions have been such at Technology that whatever undergraduate organizations we have have been built up slowly, and at an infinite expenditure of labor and time. Constant effort is necessary for them to maintain their present standing. A state of underhand warfare among the societies would make their positions doubly insecure. Instead, a condition of mutual support and co-operation should be sought. This would give to many of the societies an element of strength not invariably enjoyed in the past, and do much to secure their future growth and prosperity.